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Abstract
Development of Methane Emissions Model to Assess Fuel Recovery
Potential at Gas Well Sites Using On Site Compression
Nicholas G. Lindenfeldar
The U.S. natural gas production and consumption has increased 85.5% since 2005 primarily due
to the unconventional production methods of horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing. Natural
gas used as a fuel has a lower greenhouse gas (GHG) footprint than coal and petroleum due to
lower Carbon Dioxide (CO2) emissions when combusted. However, the “greener” benefit to
natural gas may be negated by leaks in production and transmission systems. Methane (CH4), the
primary hydrocarbon in natural gas, has an estimated Global Warming Potential (GWP) of 28-36
over 100 years, meaning it can absorb 28-36 more energy than CO2 which has a GWP of 1.0.
Natural gas well sites are prone to methane emissions, or leaks and irregular gas releases, vented
to atmosphere throughout production and transmission.
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) and the National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL)
has recently granted West Virginia University (WVU) funding under agreement DE-FOA0002005, to “Advance technologies to mitigate methane emissions and increase the efficiency of
the natural gas transportation infrastructure”. As part of this funding WVU was tasked with
identifying and quantifying sources of methane emissions at unconventional well sites, processing
this data, and developing a system to recapture these emissions.
A 0-D Simulink model was developed, utilizing standardized methodologies, data from previously
conducted studies, as well as collected data from well sites in the Marcellus shale play region. The
model was developed to predict emission rates from various components at natural gas well sites
as well as the potential to utilize these emissions as fuel for the natural gas powered compressor
engines on-site. This model was utilized to run high, medium, and low cases for four identified
emission sources, engine size, pneumatic controller count, liquid level production which dictates
tank emissions, and compressor packing vent emissions. Due to discrepancies in transient tank
emission data, a high and low emission factor for tanks was used, resulting in two sets of 81
executed cases, and 162 unique cases of total site emissions and potential for fuel consumption.
Each of the cases were run over 86,400 seconds at a 1 Hz, representative of a full 24 hour day of
operation. The fuel consumption offset an average of 557% of fuel consumption on an energy
density basis across all 81 cases with the high tank emission factor with a maximum offset of
2334%. The fuel consumption offset was an average of 82.9% for all 81 cases with the low tank
emission factor with a maximum offset of 337%. This study highlights flaws in the use of publicly
available methane number calculations to determine natural gas’s suitability as an engine fuel as
well as the lack of public data for transient liquid storage tank emissions.
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1. Introduction
Natural gas production and consumption in the United States (U.S.) has increased
tremendously over the last two decades primarily due to the unconventional production
methods of horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing. These techniques have allowed an
85.5% increase in production since 2005 with 33.5 trillion cubic feet produced annually in
2020 and projections to over 40 trillion annually by 2050 0. The unconventional methods
provide the ability to harvest gas and oil from low-permeability source rock, such as shale and
tight-gas sandstone, previously impossible with conventional drilling techniques [2]. Natural
gas used as a fuel has a lower greenhouse gas (GHG) footprint than coal and petroleum due to
lower carbon dioxide (CO2) emissions when combusted [3]. However, the “greener” benefit to
natural gas may be negated by the leaks in the production and transmission systems. Natural
gas well sites are prone to methane emissions, or leaks and irregular gas releases, vented to
atmosphere throughout production and transmission [4]. These unburnt gas emissions are not
only a detriment to the environment but also to the profits of the companies producing the
natural gas. Methane (CH4), the primary hydrocarbon in natural gas, has an estimated Global
Warming Potential (GWP) of 28-36 over 100 years, meaning it can absorb 28-36 times more
energy than CO2, which has a GWP of 1.0 [5].
The U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), the California Air Resources Board
(CARB), and the U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), are government agencies responsible for
monitoring GHG emissions as well as developing new techniques to reduce them. West
Virginia University (WVU) has recently been granted funding from the U.S. DOE and the
National Energy Technology Laboratory (NETL) under agreement DE-FOA-0002006, to
“advance technologies to mitigate methane emissions and increase the efficiency of the natural
gas transportation infrastructure”. As part of the funding, WVU was tasked with identifying
and quantifying sources of methane emissions at unconventional well sites, processing this
data, and developing a system to recapture these emissions. These emissions will be recycled
to the air intake of the natural gas fueled compressor engine on-site to be used as fuel. This
system has been named the Methane Mitigator or “M2” and aims to significantly reduce
emissions and offset fuel consumption by harnessing the high combustion efficiency of
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engines. The products of combustion from these emissions are less harmful to the environment
than if they were vented to atmosphere.
With new regulatory actions being implemented that aim to dramatically reduce methane, toxic
air pollutants, and smog-forming volatile organic compounds (VOCs) across the oil and natural
gas industry, this research will potentially aid oil and gas companies to abide to these
regulations [6]. As a part of this project, my research was focused on developing a site
emissions model. Emissions models allow researchers, government agencies, and companies
in industry to quantify and estimate GHG emissions. This tool can enable the design of the M2
components and control strategies. The four main sources of fugitive methane emissions that
were identified for this project are the engine crankcase, the compressor packing vents,
pneumatic controllers (PCs), and liquid storage tanks. In-field data was collected from
unconventional well sites, commonly referred to as “pads” in the Marcellus shale play, so that
representative emissions and fuel consumption offset for the specific engine onsite could be
modeled. Emissions profiles were created for the four identified sources utilizing collected
data, and emission factors published from government agencies to predict the flowrate and
composition

of

the

emissions

on-site.

These

profiles

were

integrated

into

a

MATLAB/SIMULINK© software environment for time-based emission simulations. These
flow rates and compositions were used in fuel quality calculations to determine the suitability
to be used as engine fuel as well as compared to the fuel flowrate of the engine at a specific
load.
Research Hypothesis: A methane recovery system could be deployed at unconventional well
sites to reduce GHG emissions and offset engine fuel consumption.
To assess this hypothesis, the following main research tasks were conducted:
1) Conducted a literature review on unconventional well sites, the engines that power the
compressors, and the identified sources of fugitive methane.
2) Collected data in the Marcellus shale region to quantify the flowrates and compositions of
the fugitive emissions.
3) Integrated standard organization, and government agency emission methodologies with
collected and published data to develop a 0-D model for unconventional well pad emissions
and potential for compressor engine fuel consumption offset.
2

2. Review of Literature
2.1 Unconventional vs Conventional Well Drilling
Conventional hydrocarbon resources are concentrations of oil and gas that are found in
accumulations or pools in highly porous and permeable rock formations underground. The
conventional method of extraction is through vertical drilling down to the accumulations where
the natural pressure build-up causes the oil and gas to rise up through the well bore to the
surface [7]. While cheaper than unconventional methods, the longevity of production is lower
than unconventional methods due to limited amounts of reservoir rock exposed to the well bore
as well as limited amounts of hydrocarbon resources in these pools. Unconventional methods
of horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing allow for more hydrocarbon resources to be
attained per well. Horizontal drilling is the process of drilling vertically to a “kickoff point”
which is slightly above the targeted oil or gas reservoir. The well bore then curves to enter the
reservoir nearly parallel to the horizontal shale layer, which allows for more exposure of the
reservoir rock to the well bore since most oil and gas reservoirs are more extensive horizontally
[8]. Unconventional hydraulic fracturing consists of injecting a fluid consisting of water, sand,
and chemical additives into underground, low permeability rock, such as shale and sandstone
formations at a high pressure to propagate fissures or cracks that are held open with the sand.
This network of fractures enables gas and oil flow to the well bore [9]. Shale is a sedimentary
rock formed from compacted silt and clay. Black shale can produce oil and natural gas when
broken up by hydraulic fracturing due to the organic material trapped in the pores of the rock
0. Hydraulic fracturing in combination with horizontal drilling have allowed for more
hydrocarbon resources to be harvested, previously unattainable with conventional methods.
Figure 1 shows the geology of natural gas resources and the difference between conventional
and unconventional wells.

2.2 U.S. Natural Gas Production and Consumption
The first successful natural gas well in the U.S. was dug in 1821, in Fredonia, New York by
William Hart [10]. While natural gas was primarily burned as a source of light in the 19th
century, Robert Bunsen invented the Bunsen burner in 1885 which allowed for far more
applications of natural gas such as home heating, cooking, manufacturing, and boilers for
energy production [10]. Production of natural gas from shale formations began on a large scale
3

Figure 1:Conventional Vs Unconventional Wells [7]

around the year 2000 which heavily contributed to the 165% increase in the U.S. natural gas
reserves from 186.5 trillion cubic feet in 2000 to 494.9 trillion cubic feet in 2019 0. Shale
formations containing notable amounts of hydrocarbon resources are referred to as plays and
are found in about 30 states. Figure 2 shows the geographic location of the shale plays
throughout the continental U.S.

Figure 2: Continental U.S. Shale Plays 0
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The Marcellus shale which spans Pennsylvania, West Virginia, Ohio, and New York is the
highest producing shale in U.S. with roughly 75 billion cubic feet (BCF) per day in 2021 0.
The U.S. consumed roughly 30,500 BCF in 2020 which accounted for roughly 33% of the U.S.
electric power sector’s primary energy consumption. The U.S. also exported roughly 5,300
BCF of natural gas in 2020, the highest amount in U.S. history, since it began exporting in
large volumes in 2000 0. Figure 3 shows the U.S. dry natural gas production by type, which is
dominated by shale and tight gas sources, as well as the predicted gas production to 2050.
Unconventional natural gas production from shale gas is a critical component to US energy
production and exports and will continue to grow over time.

Figure 3:Dry Natural Gas Production in U.S from 2000-2050 0

2.3 Well to Pipeline
The products that come out of the well must undergo a series of processes before natural gas
can be sent to the pipeline for sales. Figure 4 shows the typical path of gas and its processes
from well to pipeline.

5

Figure 4:Gas Processing Pre-Pipeline [11]

Wells commonly produce liquids such as water and liquid hydrocarbons known as condensate
in addition to gas. These liquids can inhibit gas production if not removed from the well. Once
the products reach the surface, the gas, water and condensate flow into a separator to isolate
the three individual products as shown in the enclosed blue box in Figure 4. Separators come
in both vertical and horizontal configurations. Figure 5 shows a typical horizontal three-phase
separator with an overflow weir, commonly used in industry.

Figure 5:Horizontal 3-Phase Separator wit Overflow Weir [12]
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A condensate and water mixture with entrained gas enters the separator which hits a diverter
and helps release gas due the surface tension of the liquid breaking. The gas rises to the top,
exiting through a demister to further processing then compression and sales [12]. A quieting
baffle reduces motion within the separator and oil and water separate due to waters hydrogen
bonds, and oils lack of polarity [13]. Oil forms a layer on top of the water and spills over the
overflow weir into its own section of the separator. These liquids need to reach retention time,
which is how long it takes for liquid and gas to reach equilibrium at separator pressure, before
it can be removed from the separator [14]. Once retention time and the liquid volume in the
separator have reached the PC actuation level, the PCs send a signal in the form of compressed
natural gas to a dump valve to send water and condensate to their respective storage tanks.
After separation, gas may undergo further processes to remove moisture, acid gas, and
mercury, depending on the quality and composition of the gas. The gas is then compressed if
needed and sent to the pipeline.
Natural gas compression is utilized in different ways throughout the production and
transmission process. Newer wells typically have sufficient reservioir pressure to lift gas and
produced liquids to the surface for gas to enter the pipeline without compression. Over years
of production this reservioir pressure will decrease, reducing production flow [15]. Wellhead
compression allows one or more low-pressure wells at a pad to increase production rates and
extend the life of the wells [16]. In the transmission sector of natural gas, gas will natrually
lose pressure as it moves through the pipeline due to frictional forces. Compressor stations
ensure pressure is maintained in the pipeline transport. The engine/compressor combination is
commonly referred to as a prime mover and can be seen in Figure 6. Engines that power these
compressors commonly range anywhere from 95 to 5350 brake horse power (bhp), depending
on their location in the infrastructure system. They are typically configured to be fueled by the
natural gas from the well, and can be run in a lean or stoichiometric configuration [17]. The
sizing of the engine is determined by natural pressure of gas out of the well, the sales line
pressure, and the throughput of gas production. Gas typically enters the compressor station
around 40-45 psi and leaves around 1250-1300 psi [18]. This pressurized gas is also used to
acutate the PCs controlling the various processing equipment on the pad.
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Figure 6:Prime Mover on a Well-Site [19]

2.4 Emissions
Natural gas wellsites are prone to emissions from equipment throughout production and
transmission. The EPA estimates methane emissions from natural gas and petroleum systems
as well as abandoned natrual gas and oil wells are the source of roughly 29% of U.S. methane
emissions and 3% of GHG emissions [20]. Commonly identified emission “hot spots” in
natural gas infrastructure are pneumatic controllers, liquid storage tanks, engine crankcases,
and compressor packing vents which are the sources on interest for this project. The following
sections will discuss these emission sources and their emissions rates.
2.4.1 Liquid Storage Tanks
While some well pads produce a dry gas which means little to no liquid hydrocarbon byproducts, liquid production is very common in natural gas production. Liquid storage tanks are
onsite to hold produced water and condensate from the well. Both these liquids produce volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) which in this case are dissolved and entrained hydrocarbons that
are emitted from the liquid [6]. Water tanks are commonly vented to atmosphere due to lower
emission rates and lack of regulations while condensate tanks are required to reduce emissions
by 95% if they emit more than 6 tons of VOC’s per year per the EPAs “Quad O” regulation
[21]. Emissions are commonly reduced via vapor recovery units (VRU) where emissions are
pumped out of the tank once pressure builds, cleaned from inpurities and sold off, or a
combustor where the combustion products are less harmful to the environment. The liquid
storage tank emissions are known to have a higher concentration of heavier hydrocabons rather
8

than a composition consisting of mainly methane and ethane, found in sales gas. Figure 7.
shows examples of water and condensate tanks commonly found at natural gas well sites.

Figure 7:Liquid Storage Tanks [22]

Emissions from tanks consist of flash emissions, working losses and standing or breathing
losses. Flash emissions are where a gas-liquid mixture is pressurized to a point where the gas
is entrained in the liquid due to high pressure, however once there is a pressure drop, the gas
will quickly rise out of the liquid similar to carbon dioxide fizzing out of a carbonated beverage
[23]. Working emissions are due to increasing the liquid level in the tank. As water and
condensate from the well gets separated, they are transported to their respective tank and
progressively fill them as production continues. As the liquid level increases, the pressure
inside the vapor space increases, causing hydrocarbon vapors to expell through the tank vents.
Standing or breathing emissions are the expulsion of vapor due to barometric pressure and
temperature differences, not considering any changes to liquid levels in the tank. The EPA’s
compliation of air emission factors (AP-42) assumes barometric pressure to be constant in at
any given site, therefore identifiying temperature as the driving force for breathing losses. As
temperature increases, the vapor will expand increasing the pressure of the vapor space. A
common source of emissions is through the theif hatch which is a hatch ontop of of the tank
used to take samples of tank contents, as well as vent-to-atmosphere vents. Because theif
hatches and vents on these tanks are configured to vent after a pressure increase of less than
one psi, hydrocarpon vapors expell through the tank vents and theif hatches to atmosphere or
the combustor [23]. These VOC emissions are commonly measured in lb/bbl of liquid
9

prodution and exclude methane, ethane CO2 and N2 from the measurement. Hendler et al.
conducted measurements on 22 condensate storage tanks in eastern Texas over a 24 hr. period.
They averaged 33.3 +/- 24.3 lb/bbl of condensate [25]. Environ, an envinronmental consulting
company, produced emission factors for produced water storage tanks utilizing measured data
and secondary data from the eastern Barnett Shale at .01 lb/bbl or 6.97 scf/bbl of gas [26].
Another technical report from the EPA found an average of 32.3 MMcf/year of methane
emissions from thief hatch leaks [6].
2.4.2 Pneumatic Controllers
Pneumatic controllers (PCs) utilize gas pressure to control mechanical devices. They have a
variety of applications in the the natural gas industry in which they regualte temperature,
pressure, or liquid level by sending a corresponding working fluid signal to an actuator like a
control valve [27]. The operation of the valves can be discrete (open/close) or proportional to
the desired flow (throttling) [28]. The controller delivers these operational types by
intermittently or continuously sending compressed gas to the actuator which then gets vented
to atmosphere after actuation. The U.S. EPA categorizes these PCs in terms of emissions by
low continuous bleed (<6 scf/h of gas vented), high continuous bleed (6>scf/h of gas vented)
and intermittent controllers [28]. They are commonly used in seperators (see Figure 5), process
heaters, compressors, wellheads, plunger lifts, deydration systems, flares, and sales lines.
Figure 7 shows a typical pneumatic device schematic with a control valve as an actuator.

Figure 8:Common Pneumatic Device Schematic For Oil and Gas Applications [29]
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The EPA estimates 477,606 pneumatic controllers are in use in natural gas production in the
U.S. as of 2012 with an estimated 334 Gg/yr of methane emissions for an average of 4.2 scf/h
per device [30]. In 2019, the EPA estimated 699,488 metric tons (699.5 Gg) of CH4 a year
from PCs [31]. Allen et al. measured emissions of 305 pneumatic controllers in the U.S. in
which the wells had been hydraulically fractured with an average of 10.5 scf/h of methane,
nearly twice the average rate per device estimated by the EPA [28]. Another study by Allen et
al. conducted measurements of 377 pnuematic devices with an average of 5.5 scf/h of whole
gas (4.9 scf/h of methane) [32]. This average measurments of emissions of 305 PCs across
British Columbia and Alberta averaged 9.2 scf/h of whole gas, similar to Allen et al. The Allen
et al. measurements were exclusively in shale gas regions which requires hydraulic fracturing.
Many of these sites were recently completed wells, meaning they recently had completed
hydraulic fracturing, therefore tend to have large liquid production rates causing for a more
frequent use of the PCs than average. The Canadian measurements were conducted in one
region on devices with manufacturer specified emission rates grater than 4.2 scf/h. Luck et al.
conducted measurments on 72 PCs across 16 different compressor stations with emisson rates
of 4.98 scf/h of whole gas on average for PCs operating normally. This study highlighted that
42% of the PCs measured were operating abnormally with emissions above their designed rates
at an average of 19.09 scf/h of whole gas [33]
2.4.3 Engine Crankcase
Internal combustion engines like the ones that power compressors onsite are subject to a
phenomenon known as blow-by. Blow-by is when the high pressure in the cylinder during the
compression and power stroke, causes air, fuel, combustion gasses to push past the piston rings
into the crankcase, as shown in Figure 9 [34].
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Figure 9: IC Engine Blow-By [35]

This build up of fuel gasses and air in the crankcase needs to be removed for proper engine
operation. In some cases the positive crankcase ventilation (PCV) method is utilized, where
blow-by is recycled back into the intake to be combusted. However, in order to save costs and
potential engine hazards, the blow-by is commonly vented to atmosphere. Caterpillar (CAT),
an industry leader in gas compressor engines, states that it’s engines crankcase hydrocarbon
emisisons are about 3% of the total exhaust emissions, when tested at the engine mid-life [34].
Piston rings wear down throughout their life; therefore, the older the engine the more blow-by.
ft3

CATs blow-by on a new engine are approximately 0.5 hr∗bhp where on an older engine it can
be up to 1

ft3
hr∗bhp

and 20% of total exhaust emissions [34]. The EPA’s NONROAD model

assumes the hydrocarbon emission factor for crankcases to be 2% of total exhaust emissions
for compression (diesel) ignition engines and 33% for four stroke spark ignition engines [36].
Clark et al. conducted a study on stoichiometric heavy-duty (HD) natural gas powered vehicles
and found the following average crankcase emissions, shown in Table 1 [37]. If these engines
had been lean burn the crankcase methane emissions would be less due to the lower ratio of
fuel to air in the cylinder
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Table 1: Clark, et al. Crankcase Methane (g/kg fuel) [37]
Vehicle

Idle

City

Arterial

Highway

9L Transit Bus

12.81

10.38

8.00

6.63

9L Refuse Truck

16.62

9.06

7.39

5.56

9L OTR Tractor

18.46

9.97

6.25

4.91

12L OTR Tractor

21.52

7.77

6.47

5.01

2.4.4 Compressor vents
Reciprocating compressors pressurizes the natural gas to the needed pressure for transmission
via a reciprocating piston. The compressor often operates in stages of compressing, cooling
and scrubbing. Compression will increase both the temperature and pressure of the gas. The
gas then goes into an intercooler to lower the temperature, then to a scrubber to remove any
moisture that may appear from the cooling of the gas. Compressors may be configured to repeat
this cycle multiple times until the gas reaches the desired pressure and temperature [18].
Similar to blow-by, reciprocating compressors are subject to packing leakage, where the high
pressure in the compressor cylinder will force natural gas past the piston rod pressure packing.
The quantity of the leak is dependent upon the condition and positioning of the packing, the
composition of the sales gas and the use of purge gas. Purge gas is used to prevent hazardous
or corrosive components of sour gas, such as hydrogen sulfide, from entering the compressor
frame where damage can occur. A diagram of the compressor components listed above are
shown below in Figure 10.
The EPA estimates over 51,000 reciprocating compressors active in the U.S. natural gas
industry, and over 200,000 piston rod packing systems at an average of four cylinders per
compressor. The EPA estimates 72.4 Bcf of sales gas per year, emitted from these systems
with an average low of 11.5 SCFH to an potential 900 SCFH [38]. Harrison et al. measured an
average of 241 thousand standard cubic feet per year (MSCFY) or of whole gas across 15
compressors (27.5 SCFH) [39]. Whole gas in this context, is the entire volume of gas emitted
which includes other heavier hydrocarbon components in addition to methane, however they
are usually much smaller volumes compared to methane. Ariel, an industry leader in gas
compressors, states that packing in new and broken in condition will leak 5-10 SCFH of natural
gas through the packing vent per compressor cylinder. When equipped with a purged packing
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configuration, this number increases to 8-13 SCFH of natural gas. As packing wears, vent
leakage can reach 120-180 SCFH [40].

Figure 10:Reciprocating Compressor Components [41]

2.5 Fuel Quality
Fuel quality calculations are essential to determine the suitability of the captured gaseous fuels
for engine consumption. While the gas from the well may be suitable to be used as engine fuel,
the gas from other emission sources may not be. Spark ignited engine fuels are subject to
ratings of resistance to engine knock. Engine knock is the unintentional combustion of fuel in
the cylinder which causes a pressure fluctuation and can damage engine components over time.
Motor Octane Number (MON) is the numerical rating of knock resistance for gasoline,
obtained by comparing its knock intensity to the knock intensity of reference fuels in a
cooperative fuel research engine (CFR) [41]. This is where the octane numbers reported at the
local gas station are derived. Natural gas has a similar numerical rating called the Methane
Number (MN). Pure methane has a MN of 100 and pure Hydrogen has a MN of 0. Due to
natural gas consisting of heavier hydrocarbons other than just methane, the calculation for
determining a MN is complex and a subject of debate [43]. High concentrations of nonmethane hydrocarbons (NMHC) will result in lower methane numbers. The International
Organization for Standardization (ISO) and the American Society for Testing and Materials
(ASTM) have both published methodoligies for calculating MN and engine manufacturers
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provide online tools to calculate the MN however their calculations are all proprietary[42][43].
ISO/TR22302-2014 proposes that a MN no less than 80 should be used as motor fuel [42].
The heating value of the gas is defined as the amount of thermal energy released during
complete combustion of the gas [44]. Since the amount of energy released is directly tied to
how much power the engine can produce, it is important to know the heating value or calorific
value of natural gas being used as fuel. ISO 6976:2016 is the widely accepted standard at
calculating the calorific values. The gross calorific value commonly referred to as the Higher
Heating Value (HHV) is the total theoretical energy potential of the gas, and the net calorific
value, commonly referred to as the Lower Heating Value (LHV), is the HHV minus the latent
heat of the vaporization of water in the exhaust [44].
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3.0 Methodology
The proposed goal of the current WVU research project to the DOE, is to develop a stand-alone
vent mitigation system and fuel delivery control system capable of consuming transient vent gas
emissions in well site engines to reduce GHG and other pollutants. The M2 is to be designed to
capture emissions from the previously identified sources and feed them into a buffer storage
system which will then be fed into the air intake of the prime mover engine. To assess the potential
fuel offset, data collection campaigns were conducted to supply additional source data to
supplement literature. This data was used to model emissions from each source as well as the
combination of emission streams into the buffer tank and is shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: Methane Mitigator System [45]

3.1 Data Collection
In order to model scenarios that represent the potential emissions of a natural gas well site, it was
necessary to collect additional source data. On March 17th 2022, four well pads in the Marcellus
Shale region were visited to gather gas composition data and methane emission rates for crankcase
vents and compressor packing vents. Each site consisted of a CAT or Waukesha engine paired
with an Ariel Compressor. Equipment specifications for each site are shown below in Table 2.
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Table 2: Wellsite Specifications
Site

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Engine Model

G3516B

Waukesha

G3516B

G3516TALE

Compressor Model

JGE4

JGE4

JGT4

JGT4

Engine/Compressor Speed RPM

1400

1200

1400

1400

Engine/Compressor Load %

32%

85%

83%

62%

Fuel Rate mmscfd

.250

.157

.250

.250

Engine Hrs Since Rebuild

4712

25,858

56,466

44,713

Compressor Hrs Since Rebuild

118,759

3941

56,466

22,493

Max HP (BHP)

1380

N/A

1380

1380

Each engine had two crankcase vents that were both sampled, and each compressor had different
plumbing configurations to where their packing leaks were vented. Utilizing WVU’s Full Flow
Sampling System (FFS) and an Agilent Technologies 990 Micro Gas Chromatograph (GC) a mass
and volumetric flow rate of methane was measured as well as the composition of the gas at each
source. Note that due to the configuration of the crankcase vent at site 2, samples were not able to
be taken for that engine.
3.1.1 Gas Chromatograph (GC) Description
In order to determine the suitability of captured gas for engine combustion through MN and LHV
calculations, a GC is used. This data is used to inform the compositions of the pneumatics,
compressors vents and crankcase in the model. The data is also used to determine hydrocarbon
ratios for leak rates so a whole gas flow can be derived from FFS measurements. Using a GilAir
Plus air pump and a sample probe, Tedlar bags were filled with a raw sample by placing the probe
directly at the source of emissions as well as dilute samples where the probe was placed in the
exhaust tube of the FFS. Handheld canisters were also filled with well gas at each site to have its
composition identified. The GC produces a report of hydrocarbons in mole percentage, up to C6+
where methane, ethane, propane, butane, pentane, and hexane account for C1-C6. Any heavier
hydrocarbon than hexane will be reported as hexane. Oxygen, nitrogen, hydrogen and helium, are
also reported along with the hydrocarbons shown in Table 3. GC results remained relatively
consistent for each measured source across all sites except for the compressor vent raw. There
were no traces of hydrocarbons heavier than butane. Due to the nature of the sampling
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methodology if there is not a tight seal or a vast stream of emissions at the sampling probe for raw
samples, the device can be prone to pulling in ambient air, diluting the sample with nitrogen and
oxygen. This is apparent for sites 2 and 4. The crankcase blow-by consists of an average of 5.1%
methane, which will have a very low energy density. The compressor vent samples 1 and 3 with a
higher methane concentration, is closer to the composition of the production gas for that site which
is as expected. It is likely there was still some ambient air captured to dilute the sample. The
production gas composition will be used to derive the whole gas volumetric flow for the
compressor vent emissions. This dataset is used to provide compositions for PCs, compressor vent,
and crankcase emissions.
Table 3: GC Results From Wellsite Samples
Normalized Mole %
Component

Crankcase
Raw

Compressor
Vent Raw

Production
Gas

Site
1
2
3
4

Hydrogen
0.00
0.00
0.00

Nitrogen
75.13
75.60
75.34

Oxygen
18.87
18.45
18.89

Methane
5.29
4.96
5.06

Carbon
Dioxide
0.58
0.87
0.59

Ethane
0.12
0.12
0.12

Propane
0.00
0.00
0.00

n-Butane
0.00
0.00
0.00

Average

0.00

75.36

18.74

5.10

0.68

0.12

0.00

0.00

1
2
3
4

0.57
0.00
0.00
0.00

7.84
71.76
8.56
76.72

2.00
18.99
2.19
20.28

87.12
8.94
86.74
2.85

0.28
0.07
0.27
0.05

2.12
0.24
2.15
0.09

0.08
0.00
0.08
0.00

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Average

0.14

41.22

10.87

46.41

0.17

1.15

0.04

0.00

1
2
3
4

0.01
0.02
0.02
0.02

1.51
1.58
0.81
1.13

0.33
0.35
0.16
0.15

95.46
95.36
96.31
95.97

0.31
0.30
0.29
0.19

2.30
2.31
2.33
2.43

0.08
0.08
0.08
0.10

0.00
0.00
0.00
0.01

Average

0.01

1.26

0.25

95.77

0.27

2.34

0.09

0.00

3.1.2 Full Flow Sampling System (FFS) Description
The FFS is a WVU developed system that quantifies methane emissions, using the same design
concept as dilution systems utilized in automotive emission certifications [46]. It is necessary to
have an idea of methane flowrates from each identified emission source to properly model a well
site. It consists of an anti-static hose that is placed around the emission source, which feeds an
explosive-proof blower that exhausts the diluted air sample through a mass flow sensor (MAF), a
thermocouple, and a sample probe and is shown in Figure 12
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Figure 12: FFS Schematic and System in Operation [46]

The sample probe is connected to two different laser-based analyzers. The Los Gatos Research
(LGR) Ultraportable Greenhouse Gas Analyzer (UGGA) measures CH4 from 0 to 10% by volume,
CO2 from 0 to 20,000 parts per million (ppm) and H2O from 0 to 70,000 ppm. The LGR
Methane/Ethane Analyzer (MEA) measures methane from 0 to 10,000 ppm, ethane from 0 to 1000
ppm, and 0-70,000 H20. The sample is drawn from the stream at a constant volumetric rate. Data
from both analyzers, a mass air flow sensor (MAF), and a thermocouple is recorded in Scimitar, a
python-based data acquisition software developed at WVU, and a resultant mass and volumetric
flow rate of methane is calculated using equation 1.
𝐶𝐻4 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘−𝐶𝐻4 𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑
)×
106

𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘 𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 = 𝑄 × (

𝜌 × 𝜂 × 𝑀 × 𝑘𝑝 × 𝑘𝑅𝐻 × 𝑘 𝑇 × 𝑘𝐶𝐻4

Where:
Leak rate = rate of methane gas leaking from source (g/min)
Q = total sample flow rate (SCFM)
𝐶𝐻4 𝐿𝑒𝑎𝑘 = concentration of leak sample (ppm)
𝐶𝐻4 𝐵𝑎𝑐𝑘𝑔𝑟𝑜𝑢𝑛𝑑 = background gas concentration (ppm)
𝜌 = volume conversion -28.3 liters/SCF
𝜂 =mole conversion – 24.042 liters/ mole at 68 °F and 14.696 PSIA

M = molecular weight of methane – 16.04 g/mole
𝑘𝑝 = correction factor set to 1 during field measurements (modified for extreme
barometric pressure differences in post processing)
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(1)

𝑘𝑅𝐻 = correction factor set to 1 during field measurements (modified for extreme
relative humidity differences in post processing)
𝑘𝑇 = correction factor set to 1 during field measurements (modified for extreme
temperature differences in post processing)
𝑘𝐶𝐻4 = correction factor set to 1 during field measurements (modified for extreme methane
concentrations above 10% in post processing)
The MAF is calibrated against a NIST traceable laminar flow element, the standard reference
conditions are 68°F and 14.696 PSIA, (20°C and 101.325 kPa) and post corrected to reflect SCFM
at 60°F. This system was used to capture methane emissions on the crankcase and compressor
packing vents at each site. Using the GC results whole gas flows can be calculated using equation
2. Average methane and whole gas flowrates can be seen in Table 4. These rates fall within
expected ranges found in literature and are used to verify emissions rates for the model.
1

𝑊ℎ𝑜𝑙𝑒 𝐺𝑎𝑠 𝑆𝐶𝐹𝑀 = 𝑆𝐶𝐹𝑀𝐶𝐻4 × % 𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝐻

(2)

4

Table 4: FFS Results From Wellsite Samples
Measurement

Site 1

Site 2

Site 3

Site 4

Crankcase CH4 g/hr

923

-

1230

885

Crankcase CH4 SCFM

0.790

-

1.05

0.790

Crankcase Whole Gas SCFM

14.9

-

21.2

15.6

Compressor Vents CH4 g/hr

606

312

221

59

Compressor Vents CH4 SCFM

0.519

0.267

0.190

0.051

Compressor Vents Whole Gas SCFM

0.544

0.280

0.197

0.053

3.2 Well Site Emissions Modeling
A time dependent, 0-D model was developed in SIMULINK to predict emissions at well sites from
each previously identified emission source, and to derive a potential for fuel consumption offset.
The potential fuel offset equation is shown in Equation 3. While this equation will be useful for
fuel offset potential in terms of energy density, MN calculations also need to be considered to
determine the knock characteristics of the gas for engine use.
𝐿𝐻𝑉

𝐸
𝑃𝑂𝐹 = 𝐵𝑆𝐹𝐶×𝑏ℎ𝑝×𝐸𝐹×60
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(3)

Where:
𝑃𝑂𝐹 = Potential Fuel Offset Factor
𝐿𝐻𝑉𝐸 = Lower Heating Value of Emissions (BTU/SCF)
EF = Total Flowrate of Emissions (SCFM)
𝐵𝑆𝐹𝐶 = Brake Specific Fuel Consumption (BTU/bhp-hr)
𝑏ℎ𝑝 = brake horsepower
The intent of the model is for it to not only be used to determine the feasibility and potential of the
M2 system but also be used as a tool for oil and gas companies. Information readily available at
each site such as number of wells, liquid production rates, and engine size and load can be input
into the model to estimate emissions at that site. It consists of an emissions sub-model for each
source populated with government and standard modeling methodologies, published data from
journal publications and partners in industry, as well as collected data. The required inputs and
desired outputs can be seen in Table 5. The fuel quality calculations and outputs are consistent
from each source as the composition of gas for a particular source does not tend to vary much over
time while the modeling of an emissions volumetric flowrate varies from source to source.
Diagrams of the model as well as every subsystem, and corresponding MATLAB code can be
found in the appendices.
Table 5: Inputs and Outputs to Model
Inputs

Outputs

Engine Size

Engine BHP

Engine Load

Engine Fuel Consumption

Gas Production Rate

LHV and MN of Fugitive Gasses

Condensate Production Rate

Emissions Flow Rates

Water Production Rate

Potantial Fuel Offset Factor

Site Composition
Wells Per Site
Tank Battery Capacity
Piston Ring Wear
Packing Seal Ring Wear
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3.2.1 Fuel Quality Sub-Model
In order to determine fuel quality for use in the model, the user will input the overall site
composition in mole percentage for C1-C6 as well as N2, CO2 and H2O. All gas components
heavier than hexane will be treated as hexane (referred to as C6+). The composition for each
emission source is used to calculate the MN, LHV, and HHV for each emission source as well as
the total flow combined.
LHV and HHV were calculated on an ideal-gas volumetric basis was calculated using ISO 69672016 and reference condition 60 °F and 14.7 PSIA (20°C and 101.325 kPa) using Equations 4 and
5 below.

𝑁
𝐿𝐻𝑉 = [[∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝑥𝑗 × 𝐶𝑉𝑗 ] − [∑𝑗=1 𝑥𝑗 ×

𝑏𝑗
2

𝑃

× 𝐿]] × 𝑅×𝑇×𝐶

𝑃

𝐻𝐻𝑉 = [∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝑥𝑗 × 𝐶𝑉𝑗 ] × 𝑅×𝑇×𝐶
Where:
LHV = Lower Heating Value (BTU/SCF)
HHV = Higher Heating Value (BTU/SCF)
𝑥𝑗 = Mole Fraction of Gas Component j
𝐶𝑉𝑗 = Ideal Gross Molar-Basis Calorific Value of Gas Component j
𝑏𝑗 = Number of Hydrogen Atoms Present in each Molecule of Component j
L = Standard Enthalpy of Vaporization of Water at T (44.408 kJ/mol)
P = Pressure (101.325 kPa)
R = Molar Gas Constant (8.3144621 J/mol-K)
T = Absolute Temperature (288.55 K)
C = Conversion Factor Mj/m^3 to BTU/SCF (.0372589)
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(4)
(5)

The ideal gross-molar basis calorific value and the number of hydrogen atoms (2n+2, where n is
the number of carbon atoms) present in each gas component can be found in Table 6.
Table 6: Calorific Values and hydrogen atoms for Hydrocarbons in Natural Gas
Component

Gross Calorific Value kJ/mol (15.55 °C)

# of Hydrogen Atoms Per Molecule

methane

891.46

4

ethane

1562.06

6

propane

2220.99

8

n-butane

2879.63

10

n-pentane

3538.45

12

n-hexane

4198.06
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Due to no existence of a globally accepted MN calculation, three separate published methods were
used and compared. The method utilized by CARB is ASTM 1945-96 which consists of a motor
octane number (MON) calculation which is then correlated to a MN and can be found in Equations
6 and 7 [43].
𝐻

𝐻 2

𝐻 3

𝑀𝑂𝑁 = −406.14 + 508.04 ( 𝐶 ) − 173.55 ( 𝐶 ) + 20.17 ( 𝐶 )
𝑀𝑁 = 1.624 × 𝑀𝑂𝑁 − 119.1

(6)
(7)

Where:
H/C = The Ratio of Hydrogen Atoms to Carbon Atoms
This method is only valid for H/C ratios less than 2.5 and inert concentrations less than 5%.
ISO/TR22302 has two methods for MN calculation. The H/C ratio method is the same as Equation
6 for the MON. There is also a linear coefficient relation for MON given by Equation 8 and Table
7, however the correlation of MON to MN has different coefficients, found in Equation 9 [42].
𝑀𝑂𝑁 = 137.78𝑥1 + 29.948𝑥2 − 18.193𝑥3 − 167.062𝑥4 + 181.233𝑥5 + 26.994𝑥6

(8)

𝑀𝑁 = 1.445 × 𝑀𝑂𝑁 − 103.42

(9)

Where:
𝑥𝑛 = Mole fraction of Corresponding component
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Table 7: Gas Components for Methane Number Calculations
Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

Component

𝐶𝐻4

𝐶2 𝐻6

𝐶3 𝐻8

𝐶4 𝐻10

𝐶𝑂2

𝑁2

Table 4: Corresponding gas Components
It is noted that if the difference between the two ISO MN results is greater than 6, the MNs are in
doubt. Table 8 shows the limitations in concentrations that applies for the ISO MN calculations.
Table 8: Limitations to ISO Methane Number Calculation
Component

Limitation, mole fraction %

Methane

≥75

Ethane

≤14

Propane

≤25

Butane+

≤1.0

Carbon Dioxide

≤1.8

Nitrogen

≤3.5

3.2.2 Engine Sub-Model
Due to engines on site varying in size depending on the requirements of compression, an
assortment of CAT engines ranging from the G3300 to the G3500 series was selected to cover a
HP range of 95 to 1724 HP, which is representative of the engines commonly used at well sites in
the Marcellus Shale. While it is noted there are engines from other manufactures commonly used
for gas compression, CATs involvement in this project has provided access of their Gas Engine
Rating Pro tool (GERP), which can produce technical data for each engine selected to model. The
technical reports provide engine power and fuel consumption, which are the primary data sources
needed for this model, as well as a list of other engine and emissions data for each engine at 100%,
75% and 50% load. The data sheets for all engines modeled can be found in Appendix A. Each of
these data sheets were translated into matrices in MATLAB. Using MATLABs polyfit function, a
2nd order polynomial curve was created for every output as a function of load, due to all of these
engines having fixed engine speed. The input to the model is engine load between 50% and 100%
and a corresponding engine power in bhp and a fuel consumption in Btu/bhp-hr as well as SCFM
will be the output.
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3.2.3 Crankcase Sub-Model
As mentioned in the literature review, CAT states their engine blow-by depends on the piston ring
wear and will vary from 0.5-1.0 Cu.ft./bhp-hr. Due to lack of data on temperature of crankcase
emissions, the engine jacket water temp with an average of 210°F will be used as a reference
temperature to derive volumetric flow rate in SCFM at 60°F and assuming constant pressure at
14.7 PSIA. The model user will select a value in this range depending on how long the rings have
been in service and a resultant volumetric flow rate will be determined using the brake horsepower
output from the engine model and Equations 10 and 11.
𝑓𝑡 3

1 ℎ𝑟

𝐶𝐹𝑀 = 𝑏ℎ𝑝 × 𝑏ℎ𝑝−ℎ𝑟 × 60 𝑚𝑖𝑛
𝑇

𝑆𝐶𝐹𝑀 = 𝐶𝐹𝑀 × 𝑇 𝑠

𝐶𝐶

(10)
(11)

Where:
CFM = Cubic Feet per Minute
bhp = brake horsepower
𝑇𝑠= Standard Temp (520°R = 60°F + 460)
𝑇𝑐𝑐= Crankcase Temp (°R = 210°F + 460)
While the gas from the crankcase is commonly considered to be equivalent to 3% of tailpipe
emissions, CO2 and N2, the exact composition of the gas and is not commonly analyzed therefore
the average hydrocarbon ratios of the diluted samples taken from field measurements and analyzed
with the GC will be utilized.
3.2.4 Compressor Sub-Model
The compressor packing leakage was modeled after Ariel’s documentation stating the flow rate is
dependent on the wear of the packing rings, similar to blow-by. The model user will select a range
between 5-180 SCFH which equates to 0.08-3.0 SCFM per cylinder on the compressor. The
compressor size will depend on the engine input selection. The compressors have two cylinders
up to 300 HP and four cylinders above 300 hp based on max HP ratings of Ariel’s compressors
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[40]. The composition of the compressor packing leaking will mimic that of the overall site
composition and is a user input to the model.
3.2.5 Pneumatic Controller (PC) Sub-Model
While average PC emissions are relatively simple to model, the need for a transient profile is
necessary to account for spikes in the gas flow. Transient PC emissions are not intuitive to model
for as they are not consistent across all controllers due to differences in frequency of actuation and
emission quantity per actuation. The PC count per wellsite is loosely a function of number of wells.
Based off survey data there is an average of two PCs per gas processing unit (GPU) which is where
the separator resides. This model will only consider PCs on site utilized in separators/GPUs. The
model user will select the number of wells per site, and water and condensate production in barrels
per day (bbl/day). Using MATLAB’s randi function, a randomized percentage of the total liquid
production will be assigned to each well, and a resultant liquid flow rate of water and condensate
will be derived to flow from the well into the separator. Using Equation 12 the liquid settling
volume, which is the volume at which the pneumatic will actuate and dump the liquid is derived.
For 3 phase separation, retention time is conservatively 5 minutes [47].
𝑊×𝑡

𝑉 = 1440

(12)

Where:
V= Liquid Settling Volume (bbl)
W= Liquid Capacity (bbl/day)
t = Retention Time (5 min)
1440 = Minutes per Day
As the water and condensate flow into the separator and the settling volume is reached, a PC will
actuate a valve, dumping the liquid from the separator to the tank, and emitting gas. An emissions
profile for each pneumatic will be created for a days’ time based on liquid production level, nonactuating and actuating emissions. Also using MATLAB’s randi function, non-actuating and
actuating emission rates will be selected randomly at 0-10 SCFH and 0-100 SCFH respectively.
The actuation time is set at 5 seconds per actuation all based on data from a previous WVU study,
though newer data is currently being acquired and should be supplemented within the model at a
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later date [48]. In this time the liquid then travels to the liquid storage tank shown in the third plot
which will be used in the tank model. The composition of the PC emissions will mimic that of the
overall site composition and will be a user input to the model.
3.2.6 Tank Battery Sub-Model
The tank battery emissions model is based off working, breathing and flashing emissions and is
heavily influenced by the user input of liquid production. Limitations in AP-42, the EPAs
compilation of air emission factors, do not allow for calculations of working and breathing
emissions in time increments of less than a month [24]. To model tank emissions in a more
transient manner, average tank emissions and liquid production rates in volume per day (SCF/day
and BBL/day, respectfully) from literature were used to derive liquid to emission ratios. After
reviewing data from literature on tank emissions measurements as well as EPA emissions factors,
it was apparent that there is diverging data on ratios of condensate being introduced to the tank
and the resultant emissions that occur, highlighting an area for further research to be conducted on
tank emissions and transient modeling methodologies. To address this discrepancy, a high and low
tank emissions factor was developed, therefore the simulation can be run with a high or low tank
emissions setting. The low emissions factor was selected from the EPA condensate emissions
factor for uncontrolled tanks at 8.7 SCF/BBL [49]. The high emissions factor was derived from
tank emissions measurements found in studies which notably exceed the EPA emissions rate at
341.5 SCF/BBL [25]. Due to the limited data available on water tank emissions, the resultant
emissions factor is constant throughout the model at 39.39 SCF/BBL [26]. These ratios represent
the resultant tank emissions from the produced liquids introduced to the tank. Due to the liquid
flowrates into the tank being in units of cubic feet, the emission factors need to reflect those units.
Derivations of the emission factor from SCF of emissions per BBL of liquid to SCF of emissions
per SCF of liquid are shown in Equations 13-15.
𝑠𝑐𝑓

𝐸𝐹𝐶𝐻𝑖𝑔ℎ = 341.5 𝑏𝑏𝑙 ×
𝑠𝑐𝑓

𝐸𝐹𝐶𝐿𝑜𝑤 = 8.7 𝑏𝑏𝑙 ×

𝐸𝐹𝑊 = 39.39

𝑠𝑐𝑓
𝑏𝑏𝑙

1 𝑏𝑏𝑙
42 𝑔𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑛

1 𝑏𝑏𝑙
42 𝑔𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑛

×

×

×

7.481 𝑔𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑛
1 𝑆𝐶𝐹

7.481 𝑔𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑛
1 𝑆𝐶𝐹

1 𝑏𝑏𝑙
42 𝑔𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑛

×

𝑠𝑐𝑓 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

= 60.8 𝑠𝑐𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒
𝑠𝑐𝑓 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠

= 1.55 𝑠𝑐𝑓 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑠𝑎𝑡𝑒

7.481 𝑔𝑎𝑙𝑙𝑜𝑛
1 𝑆𝐶𝐹

= 7.02
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𝑠𝑐𝑓 𝑒𝑚𝑖𝑠𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛𝑠
𝑠𝑐𝑓 𝑤𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟

(13)

(14)
(15)

Where:
EFCHigh = High Condensate Emissions Factor
EFCLow = Low Condensate Emissions Factor

EFW = Water Emissions Factor
Note that due to the inability to discern flashing, working and breathing emissions from each other
in total emissions flows, these ratios will only be used as liquid is flowing into the tank, neglecting
breathing losses when liquid is not flowing. Utilizing the liquid flow rate from the pneumatic
controller model, a resultant tank emissions flowrate is calculated in SCFM. The composition of
the condensate tank emissions and the water tank emissions are similar therefore the composition
used for the model is the average composition across water and condensate flash gas analysis found
in literature [25][26]. The project is currently directly quantifying the flow rates and compositions
of produced water tanks at some sites where other data were collected.
3.2.7 Methane Mitigator (M2) Buffer Tank Sub-Model
The emissions from each identified source will need to be combined and fed to the engine. Due to
the unknown rate at which the engine will consume these emissions, there needs to be an
intermediate tank at which these emissions can be stored. The gas composition from each source
is converted to a volumetric basis and multiplied by the flow rate for its respective source. The
resultant volumetric flowrate for each component of gas is summed up to represent a buffer tank
of emissions gas that can be fed to the engine intake. Fuel quality calculations are performed on
the summation of gas and the rate, so heating values are compared to the value of the engines fuel
consumption as well as MN to determine its suitability to be used as engine fuel.
3.2.8 Case Selection
Using collected data in conjunction with literature review data an assortment of test scenarios was
determined to highlight the variability of the model and the sensitivity of its inputs. Low, medium,
and high value cases were run for well count, liquid level production, engine size, and compressor
packing wear, as well as high and low tank emission factors. The values for each varying parameter
are shown in Table 9. The liquid production level applies to both water and condensate. The
compositions of each emission source are shown in Table 10, populated with average compositions
from collected data and literature. All other constants in the model are shown in Table 11 where
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the engine load is based on the average engine load in our data collection and the engine piston
ring wear is the median value. All data highlighted in blue is explicitly collected data from utilizing
the GC and FFS in the Marcellus Shale play region, while yellow is data from a previous WVU
study [48] and the rest is from literature. 81 separate cases were run twice, once with the high tank
emission factor and once with the low tank emission factor, to ensure every possibility of low,
medium, and high cases, resulting in 162 cases total. The parameters for each case are listed below
in Table 12. The entire Simulink model can be found in Appendix B.
There are assumptions or caveats in this model that should be highlighted that will provide areas
of future research and development. The emission flows from each source are neglecting water
and oil vapor concentration within the streams and are all assumed to be a standard temperature
and pressure of 60°F and 14.7 psia. This will have an effect on MN and LHV calculation as well
as the total volume of the emissions in the tank. It will also provide the need for a separate system
to process this water and oil vapor in order to be able to use these emissions for engine
consumption.
Table 9: Low Medium and High varying Model Parameters
Varying Parameters
Liquid Production
Engine Size
Well Count
Compressor Packing Flow Rate

Low
40 bbl/day
G3304B
2
0.08 SCFM

Medium
380 bbl/day
G3508J
8
1.46 SCFM

High
900 bbl/day
G3520J
15
3.00 SCFM

Table 10: Model Emission Compositions
Model
Compositions
Methane
Ethane
Propane
Butane
Pentane
Hexane
CO2
N2

Site
Composition
95.77%
2.34%
0.09%
0%
0%
0%
0.27%
1.26%

Crankcase
Composition
5.17%
0.12%
0%
0%
0%
0%
0.68%
75.4%

Tank
Composition
34.75%
8.14%
9.06%
8.03%
5.53%
14.91%
1.16%
18.43%

Table 11: Constant Variables in Model
Constant Parameter
Engine Load
Engine Piston Ring Wear

Percentage
68%
75%
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Table 12: Test Case Parameters

Trial #
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39
40
41

Engine
Model
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J

Liquid
BBL/Day
40
40
40
380
380
380
900
900
900
40
40
40
380
380
380
900
900
900
40
40
40
380
380
380
900
900
900
40
40
40
380
380
380
900
900
900
40
40
40
380
380

Well
Count
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
8
8
8
8
8

Packing
Emissions
SCFM
0.32
0.32
0.16
0.32
0.32
0.16
0.32
0.32
0.16
0.32
0.32
0.16
0.32
0.32
0.16
0.32
0.32
0.16
0.32
0.32
0.16
0.32
0.32
0.16
0.32
0.32
0.16
5.84
5.84
2.92
5.84
5.84
2.92
5.84
5.84
2.92
5.84
5.84
2.92
5.84
5.84
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Trial #
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
55
56
57
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74
75
76
77
78
79
80
81

Engine
Model
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B
G3520J
G3508J
G3306B

Liquid
BBL/Day
380
900
900
900
40
40
40
380
380
380
900
900
900
40
40
40
380
380
380
900
900
900
40
40
40
380
380
380
900
900
900
40
40
40
380
380
380
900
900
900

Well
Count
8
8
8
8
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
2
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
8
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15
15

Packing
Emissions
SCFM
2.92
5.84
5.84
2.92
5.84
5.84
2.92
5.84
5.84
2.92
5.84
5.84
2.92
12
12
6
12
12
6
12
12
6
12
12
6
12
12
6
12
12
6
12
12
6
12
12
6
12
12
6

4.0 Results and Discussion
All 162 cases were run at a 1 Hz resolution for a simulation time of 86,400 seconds (representative
of a single day). The high and low tank emission factors only have effects on tank emissions, total
site emissions and their properties, therefore crankcase, PCs and compressor emissions will stay
relatively consistent regardless of the tank emission factor. Only cases which utilized the high
emissions factor will be discussed for crankcase, PCs, and compressor emissions to avoid
redundancy. Using the parallel computing toolbox in MATLAB, six cases were able to be
executed in parallel, saving computational time. Model data was exported within MATLAB to a
data analysis and plotting script. Flow rates were converted to a mass flow rate of methane, a
common unit of emissions rates. The conversion from volumetric flow rate of whole gas to mass
flowrate of methane is shown in Equation 15. The analysis scripts can be found in Appendix C.
𝐶𝐻4

𝑔
ℎ𝑟

= 𝑆𝐶𝐹𝑀𝐸 × 28.317

𝐿
𝑆𝐶𝐹

1 𝑚𝑜𝑙

× 23.644 𝐿 × %𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝐻4 × 16.04

𝑔
𝑚𝑜𝑙

× 60

𝑚𝑖𝑛
ℎ𝑟

(15)

Where:
SCFME = Emissions Flowrate
28.317

𝐿
𝑆𝐶𝐹

= Liters per Standard Cubic Foot

23.644 𝐿 = Liters per Mole @ 60 °F and 14.696 PSIA
%𝑚𝑜𝑙 𝐶𝐻4 = Percentage of methane in gas composition
16.04

𝑔
𝑚𝑜𝑙

= Molar mass of methane

Figure 13 shows a 500 second example of transient data from case #14. The top two plots show
liquid accumulating in the separator at randomized flowrates until they reach the respective settling
volume based on the liquid flow rate and constant retention time. Once the settling volume is
reached a PC actuates, releasing emissions and dumping the liquid into its respective tank, also
resulting in tank emissions. While the tank emissions are dependent on the amount of liquid
entering the tank, the pneumatic emissions are randomized as mentioned previously. The total
instantaneous flow is heavily dictated by tank emissions, as is the total LHV due to the heavier
hydrocarbons in the composition of the tank emissions.
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Figure 13: Excerpt of Transient Data from Trial 14 with High Tank Emissions
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4.1 System Flow Rates
4.1.1 Pneumatic Controller (PC) Flow Rates
A different emissions profile was assigned to every PC resulting in 1350 randomized profiles
across all cases. Figure 14 shows the time averaged PC emissions rate per PC per case for all 81
unique cases. Table 13 shows the high, low, average, and standard deviation of emissions rates of
all 81 cases.

Figure 14 Mean Pneumatic Emissions per Device per Case

Table 13: Statistics on Mean Pneumatic Emissions per Device across all 81 Cases
Statistic

SCFM

g/hr

Case #

High

0.29

317.7

1

Low

0.12

135.8

6

Average

0.20

220.0

STD

0.03

58
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The highest average emissions rate per PC was Case #1 at 0.29 SCFM. This case only had 2 wells
and 4 PCs on site and 40 BBL/day of both water and condensate. The lowest average emissions
rate per PC was Case #6 at 0.12 SCFM. This case also had 2 wells with 4 PCs but the medium
level of liquid production rate of 380 BBL/Day for water and condensate. This highlights that the
liquid production rate does not necessarily influence the amount of emissions per PC due to having
a consistent retention time and proportional settling volume across all the gas processing units
(GPUs). Each of these values are similar to those found in literature and previous WVU studies
[28] [48].
Figure 15 shows the time average of total emissions from all the pneumatics at a site for each of
the 81 cases. Table 14 shows the high, low, average, and standard deviation of emission rates
across all 81 cases.

Figure 15:Mean Total Pneumatics Emissions Flow Rate per Case
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Table 14:Statistics on Total Pneumatic Emissions Flow Rate Across all 81 Cases
Parameter

SCFM

g/hr

Case #

High

3.50

3860

52
6

Low

0.25

271

Average

1.66

1830

STD

1.10

20

The highest average emissions rate for all 81 cases was Case #52 with 3.5 SCFM which had 15
wells, 30 PCs and a liquid production rate of 900 BBL/day for water and condensate. The lowest
average emissions rate for all 81 cases was case # 6 with 0.25 SCFM which had 2 wells, 4 PCs
and a liquid production rate of 380 BBL/day for water and condensate. This highlights that the
overall PC emission for a site is primarily dictated by the number of PCs on the site.
4.1.2 Tank Flow Rates
Figure 16 shows the time average tank emission flow rates with the high emissions factor for each
of the 81 cases. Table 15 shows the high, low, average, and standard deviation of emission rates
across all 81 cases. The highest average was case #79 with 263.79 SCFM and a liquid production
rate of 900 BBL/day for water and condensate. The lowest average was case #3 with 12.49 SCFM
and 40 BBL/day for water and condensate. It is clearly shown that the amount of emissions directly
correlates with the amount of liquid production as there are three distinct groupings of emissions
throughout all cases, each of which is driven by the high medium or low liquid production rate.
The tank emissions within each liquid production rate should be nearly identical with slight
discrepancies due to the staggering of the liquid dumping from the GPU and the simulation length.
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Figure 16: Mean Total Tank Emissions Flow Rate with High Emissions Factor Per Case
Table 15:Statistics on Tank Emissions with High Emissions Factor Flowrate Across all 81 Cases
Statistic

SCFM

g/hr

Case#

High

263.79

146954

79
3

Low

12.49

4613

Average

128.59

73344

STD

94.15

37707

Figure 17 shows the time average tank emission flow rates with the low emissions factor for each
of the 81 cases. Table 16 shows the high, low, average, and standard deviation of emission rates
across all 81 cases. Similar to the high emissions factor simulation, tank emissions are in three
distinct groupings driven by liquid production. The high of 30.07 SCFM was Case #8 with 900
BBL/day of liquid production for water and condensate. The low was Case #3 with 40 BBL/day
of liquid production.
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Figure 17: Mean Total Tank Emissions with Low Emissions Factor For all 81 Cases
Table 16: Statistics For Total Tank Emission Flow Rates with Low Emissions Factor For All 81 Cases
Statistic

SCFM

g/hr

Case #

High

30.07

12044

8
3

Low

1.33

533

Average

14.68

5878

STD

11.87

4755

4.1.3 Crankcase Flow Rates
Figure 18 shows the crankcase emission flow rates each of the 81 cases. The flow rate for each
case should remain constant throughout the simulation due to the constant load. Table 17 shows
the high, low, average, and standard deviation of emissions rates across all 81 cases It has three
distinct groups of emissions each one reflecting the different engine model used for that case. The
load, the higher the horsepower, the greater the blowby and the greater the emissions rate. The
average across all cases of 5.74 SCFM and a standard deviation of 4.20 SCFM. The max emissions
flow rate was from the G3520J at 1172 HP with 11.35 SCFM. The min emissions flow rate was
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from the G3306 at 138 HP with 1.34 SCFM. The G3508J has an average crankcase emissions
flowrate of 4.54 SCFM at 468 HP.

Figure 18: Mean Total Crankcase Emission Flow Rate per Case
Table 17:Statistics of Crankcase Emission Flow Rates Across All 81 Cases
Statistic

SCFM

g/hr

High

11.35

667

Low

1.34

78

Average

5.74

337

STD

4.20

250

4.1.4 Compressor Vent Flow Rates
Figure 19 shows the compressor packing vent emission flow rates for each of the 81 cases. Table
17 shows the high, low, average, and standard deviation of emissions rates across all 81 cases. It
has three distinct groups of emissions reflecting the three different flow rates set of 0.08, 1.46, and
3.00 SCFM. However, depending on the engine used for that case the compressor emissions will
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be multiplied by the number of cylinders in the compressor for that case. The G3306 uses a 2cylinder compressor while the G3508 and G3520 use a 4-cylinder compressor. The average across
all cases is 5.0444 SCFM with a standard deviation of 4.3982 SCFM. The maximum emissions
flowrate was 12 SCFM which occurred at every case with 3 SCFM per cylinder and the G3508 or
G3520. The minimum emissions flowrate was 0.16 SCFM which occurred at every case with 0.8
SCFM per cylinder and the G3306.

Figure 19:Total Compressor Packing Vents Emissions Flow Rate From per Case
Table 18: Statistics on Compressor Packing Emissions for all 81 Cases
Statistic

SCFM

g/hr

High

12

13246

Low

0.16

176

Average

5.04

5568

STD

4.40

4854
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4.1.5 Total Emissions Flow Rates
Figure 20 shows the time average total emissions flow rates of all the emission sources combined
for each of the 81 cases with the high tank emissions factor. Table 19 shows the high, low, average
and standard deviation of the flow rates and the corresponding average % CH4 of the emissions
for that case.

Figure 20: Mean Total Emissions Flow Rate for all 81 Cases with High Tank Emissions Factor
Table 19:Statistics on Total Emissions Flow Rates with High Tank Emissions Factor
Statistic

SCFM

g/hr

CH4 %

Case #

High

263.79

146,954

0.48

79

Low

12.49

4613

0.32

3

Average
STD

128.58
94.14

73344
53702

0.49
0.18

Figure 20 shows that total emissions are heavily influenced by the tank emissions as there are
similar groupings based on liquid production rates. The high of 263.79 SCFM occurred in Case
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#79 which had the maximum emissions rates from all the sources. A G3520 which produces the
most blow-by, 900 BBL/day of liquid production which produces the most tank emissions, 15
wells and 30 PCs which produces the most PC emissions and 3 SCFM of compressor packing
emissions which equates to 12 SCFM due to the use of a 4-cylinder compressor for the G3520.
The low of 12.49 occurred in Case #3 which had the minimum emission rates from all the sources.
A G3306 which produces the least blow-by, 40 BBL/day of liquid production which produces the
least tank emissions, 2 wells and 4 PCs which produces the least amount of PC emissions and .08
SCFM of compressor packing emission which equates to .16 SCFM due to the use of a 2-cylinder
compressor for the G3306.
Figure 21 shows the time average total emissions flow rates of all the emission sources combined
for each of the 81 cases with the high tank emissions factor. Table 20 shows the high, low, average
and standard deviation of the flow rates and the corresponding average % CH4 of the emissions
for that case.

Figure 21: Mean Total Emissions for all 81 Cases with Low Tank Emission Factor
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Table 20: Statistics on Total Emissions for all 81 Cases with Low Tank Emissions Factor
Statistic

SCFM

g/hr

CH4 %

Case #

High

56.75

33697

0.52

79
3

Low

3.16

1060

0.29

Average

27.08

15745

0.50

STD

13.74

7989

0.19

Fig 21 shows that total emissions are still heavily influenced by tank emissions however there are
instances where other emission sources are higher for certain cases therefore the influence for total
emission are spread out more evenly amongst the other emission sources. The high of 56.75 SCFM
occurred at Case # 79 and the low of 3.16 SCFM occurred at Case #3 which are the same cases as
the high tank emissions due to the maximum and minimum for all emission sources being present
in those respective cases.

4.2 Fuel Quality Results
The total emission flow rate cannot be directly compared to the fuel flowrate of the engine for fuel
consumption offset without first considering fuel quality. The composition of each emission flow
rate determines its suitability to be used as engine fuel. Each engine used in these simulations had
a constant fuel flow throughout the entire simulation. The G3306 had 22.3 SCFM of fuel flow, the
G3508 had 69.3 SCFM of fuel flow and the G3520 had 166.9 SCFM of fuel flow. These values
were derived from the engine technical data sheets found in Appendix A The lower heating value
(LHV) of the fuel used for all the engines was 905 BTU/SCF and the MN was 80 for the G3306
and G3508 and 85 for the G3520. Due to the site, the crankcase, and the tanks having constant
compositions for their respective emissions source, the LHV stayed the same for each source
across all simulations. The production gas which is the source gas for the PCs and the compressor
packing vents has an LHV of 911.32 BTU/SCF. While the crankcase has a high flow rate, the high
concentrations of N2 and CO2 produce an LHV of 48.98 BTU/SCF. The tank emission composition
has a much higher energy density due to the higher hydrocarbons with an LHV of 1761.82
BTU/SCF.
Figure 22 shows the averages of the lower heating value in BTU/SCF of the total emissions flow
with the high tank emission factor for all 81 cases. Table 22 shows the high, low, average, and
standard deviation of heating value for these cases. The high of 1147.78 BTU/SCF occurred at
Case #81 which had a G3306, 900 BBL/day of liquid production for water and condensate, 15
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wells, 30 PCs and 3 SCFM of compressor packing emissions per cylinder equating to 6 SCFM
total. This makes sense due to this case having the highest number of emissions from all sources
but the engine crankcase due to the G3306 producing the least amount of blow-by, which dilutes
the total emissions stream with low energy density emissions. The low of 195.70 BTU/SCF
occurred at Case #1 which employed a G3520, 40 BBL/day of liquid production, 2 wells, 4 PCs
and .34 SCFM of compressor packing emissions. This makes sense due to having the lowest
amount of emissions for all sources except for the engine crankcase due to the G3520 producing
the highest amount of blow-by, diluting the total emission streams with low energy density
emissions.

Figure 22: Mean Total Emissions LHV per Case
Table 21:LHV Statistics for all Cases with High Tank Emissions Factor
Statistic

BTU/SCF

Case #

High

1147

81

Low

195

1

Average

732

STD

242
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Figure 23 shows the average LHV in BTU/SCF of the total emissions flow with the low tank
emissions factor for all 81 cases. Table 22 shows the high, low, average, and standard deviation of
heating value for these cases. These values mimic the trend of the LHV values from the cases with
the higher tank emissions factor at a lower offset. The higher tank emission factor case produces
much more available BTUs than the lower emission case however, there is a higher flowrate in the
higher tank emissions case as well, which produces a comparable result in terms of BTU/SCF.

Figure 23: Mean LVH for Total Emissions with Low Tank Emissions Factor for All 81 Cases
Table 22: Statistics on LHV for Total Emissions with low Tank Emission Factor for All 81 Cases
Statistic

BTU/SCF

Case #

High

1087

81

Low

150

1

Average

666

STD

229
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The LHV and flow rate of the emissions source needs to be compared to the LHV flow rate of the
engine fuel to determine potential fuel consumption offset. Figure 24 shows the POF for all 81
cases with the high tank emissions factor which considers energy density and flow rates of both
the fugitive emission and the engine consumption to show how much the emissions could
potentially offset fuel consumption. Table 23 shows the high, low, average, and standard deviation
of all 81 cases with the high tank emissions factor.

Figure 24: Potential Offset Factor for All 81 Cases with the High Tank Emissions Factor

Table 23: Statistics on Potential Offset Factor for all 81 Cases with High Tank Emissions Factor
Statistic

POF

Case #

High

23.34

81

Low

0.15

1

Average
STD

5.58
6.99
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The high of 23.34 occurred at Case #81 as expected due to the total emissions having the highest
LHV. This means that the BTU/min of the emissions is 23 times more than the BTU/min
consumption of the engine. The low occurred of 0.15 at Case #1 as expected due to the total
emission having the lowest LHV. This means the BTU/min of emissions is 14% of the BTU/min
of the engine.
Figure 25 shows the average POF for all 81 cases with the low tank emissions factor. Table 24
shows the high, low, average, and standard deviation of all 81 cases with the high tank emissions
factor.

Figure 25: Mean Potential Offset Factor For all 81 cases with the Low Tank Emissions Factor
Table 24: Statistics On Potentail Offset Factor for all 81 Cases with the Low Tank Emissions Factor
Statistic
High

POF
3.37

Case #
81

Low

0.03

1

Average
STD

0.83
0.93
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The high and low POF for the low tank emissions factor cases, match that of the higher tank
emissions factor cases due to the same reasoning of maximum and minimum heating values for
those cases. Only the amplitude at which they offset are vastly different due to the different
emissions factors.
The MN calculations from each individual source and calculation method as well as the MN
calculation from CAT and Cummins proprietary methane are shown below in Table 26. There are
discrepancies from each source due to the calculation method, and their respective limitations of
the calculation method. The composition of the crank and tank emissions are not within the
limitations as shown in table 8 due to high concentrations of heavier hydrocarbons and CO2 and
N2 respectively. If the ISO HC and LIN methods have a greater difference than six, they are
considered to be in doubt. These methods also do not take into consideration of water content or
oil vapor. While this model only addresses gaseous emissions, the water and oil vapor content will
have an effect on the heating value and methane number, which must be addressed by another
system and could be implemented to the model at a later time. The utilization of standardized MN
calculations has shown to not be effective in determining possible engine knock for this application
as many of the compositions of the total emission sources fall outside the limitations of these
calculations. The proprietary MN calculators from engine manufacturers do not list limitations on
concentrations to their MN calculations and may provide better insight as to whether the gas is
suitable for their respective engine. The Methane Mitigator system is designed to reintroduce these
fugitive emissions into the air intake, which will mix with ambient air and dilute the typical fuel
stream. A properly designed control system can allow for the emissions to be throttled into the
intake at a rate that will not cause engine knock.
Table 25: MN Per Source Summary
Calculation Method
ISO HC MN

Site MN
92.92

Tank MN
37.43

Crank MN
93.58

ISO LIN MN
ASTM MN
CAT
Cummins

89.43
101.56
93.00
89.00

-42.25
39.20
0.00
22.50

-61.79
102.31
93.90
323.50
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5.0 Conclusions
The growth of unconventional well development and use in the U.S has provided the ability for
much higher natural gas consumption with projected growth in years to come. Natural gas well
sites are prone to fugitive emission leaks containing methane and other heavier hydrocarbons that
are harmful to the environment. This has led government agencies such as the U.S. DOE to fund
research projects in attempt to mitigate these emissions. As part of a funding opportunity from the
U.S. DOE, WVU was tasked with advancing technologies to mitigate methane emissions and
increase the efficiency of the natural gas transportation infrastructure. To achieve this task WVU
had proposed the development of the Methane Mitigation system or M2, as a stand-alone vent
mitigation system and fuel delivery control system capable of consuming transient vent gas
emissions in well site engines to reduce GHG and other pollutants. The proposed M2 aims to
capture emissions from pneumatic controllers, produced liquid storage tank vents, compressor
engine crankcases and compressor packing vents, and feed them into a buffer storage system which
will then be fed into the air intake of the prime mover engine.
In order to assess the potential emissions reduction and compressor engine fuel offset, in-field data
was collected from well sites in the Marcellus Shale region. This data in conjunction with data
found in literature and previous WVU emissions audits was used to develop a wellsite emissions
model. This model includes emissions profiles from each identified fugitive emissions source as
well as all emissions sources combined, representative of the M2 buffer tank, to determine
potential engine fuel offset. To highlight variability in the model and identify maximum potential
fuel offset. 81 separate cases were run at 86,400 seconds each representative of a full 24-hour day.
High, medium and low cases were used for engine size, pneumatic controller count, liquid level
production which dictates tank emissions, and compressor packing vent emissions. Due to
discrepancies in data of transient tank emissions, the simulation was run once with a high tank
emissions factor and once with a low tank emissions factor resulting in 162 total cases executed.
The emissions offset an average of 557% of fuel consumption on an energy basis across all 81
cases with a maximum offset of 2334% when run with the high tank emissions factor. The
emissions offset an average of 82.9% of fuel consumption on an energy basis across all 81 cases
with a maximum offset of 337% when run with the low tank emissions factor. Due to the tank
emissions being the dominant factor, and wide discrepancy in condensate emissions data, this
system may be better implemented on a “dry” gas site, meaning that there is only water as a
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produced liquid. This will ideally keep the POF below 100% due to the lack of condensate
emissions and allow for a more complete use of the captured gasses as opposed to combusting the
excess emissions or utilizing a VRU. Engine size affects the required amount of fuel to offset as
well as blow-by production which produces a very low energy density emission and dilutes the
overall emissions stream. If the total emissions stream is dominated by high hydrocarbon tank
emissions, this dilution will make the total emissions more suitable for engine consumption. The
number of wells and resultant PCs affects PC emissions due to number of emitting devices on site.
Liquid production affects the amount of tank emissions due to the volume displacement in the
tank. Liquid storage tanks produce a very high energy density emission. PCs total emissions are
more so dependent on the number of wells at a site and the liquid production rather than the rate
of emissions per actuation. The compressor vent packing will vary based on packing seating, piston
ring wear, composition of the production gas and the size of compressor/engine. The composition
of the PC and compressor emissions are generally optimal for engine consumption. The utilization
of publicized methane number calculations are not useful for gas compositions containing high
amounts heavier hydrocarbons, CO2 and N2, which the overall emissions source consists of.
Utilization of proprietary methane number calculations provide the best available indication
whether a fuel is suitable to be used in an engine outside of engine testing with different fuel
compositions.

5.1 Recommendations for Future Research
After initial results from the Site Model, future research should aim to implement a more in-depth
separator model to more accurately depict flowrates from separator to tanks and the interactions
between liquid, gas, pneumatics, and tank emissions. Developing a thermodynamics model rather
than having each source in SCFM will show how each of these emission sources interact with each
other. The addition of pressure corrections to account for elevation changes as opposed to one
standard temperature will allow for a more accurate flow rate as well. Liquid storage tank emission
audits will be useful in developing a more accurate emissions factor based on liquid input to the
tank. Model validation through wellsite emissions audits will provide more input data from each
emissions source in addition to literature. Having a better understanding of when sites utilize
compression when considering the life of the well and liquid production will provide a better idea
of when this system could be utilized and to what extent compressor engine fuel can be offset.
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Varying different or additional parameters than the ones selected, in the model may highlight an
influential factor in fugitive emissions previously overlooked. Engine testing will validate
crankcase emissions and provide a more in-depth engine map to better model how the engine will
behave with different fuel qualities as well as fuel being introduced into the air intake.
Development of a control system for introducing emissions into the engine intake are also steps to
be taken for the development of the M2 System, which can also be used for a more in depth M2
model.
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Appendix B: SIMULINK Model

Model Overview
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Engine Selection Sub-Model
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Engine Data Sub-Model
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Tank Emissions Sub-Model
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Engine Emissions Sub-Model
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Compressor Emissions Sub-Model
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Pneumatic Controller Sub-Model
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Separator Sub-Model
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Methane Mitigator Sub-Model
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ASTM/ISO Methane Number Sub-Model
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Emission Component Bus
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Appendix C: MATLAB Scripts
%Model Initialization File
% WC=3; % Well Count
% PC=WC*2; %PC Count
% clc
% clear
EL=.68; %Engine load .5-1
PW=.75;%Piston Ring Wear .5-1 ft^3/bhp-hr
% PSW=5; %Packing Seal Wear 5-180 SCFH
GP=10000; % Gas Production MSCFD
% WP= 400; %Water Production bbl/day
% CP= 400; %Oil/Condensate Production bbl/day
WL= 4; % Separator Dump level Water ft^3
CL= 4; % Separator Dump level Water ft^3
SC=[.9577,.0234,.0009,.0,.0,.0,.0027,.0126]; %Site Composition %Mole
Methane,Ethane,Propane,Butane,Pentane,Hexane,CO2,N2
CC=[.0517,.0012,.00,.00,.0,.0,.0076,.751]; %Crank Composition %Mole
Methane,Ethane,Propane,Butane,Pentane,Hexane,CO2,N2
TC=[.3475,.0814,.0906,.0803,.0553,.1491,.0116,.1843]; %Tank Composition %Mole
Methane,Ethane,Propane,Butane,Pentane,Hexane,CO2,N2
%load engine/pneumatic data
load('G34121800.mat')
load('G34081800.mat')
load('G34061800.mat')
load('G3520J1400.mat')
load('G3516B1400.mat')
load('G3512B1400.mat')
load('G3508J1400.mat')
load('G3508J1200.mat')
load('G3306B1800.mat')
load('G3304B1800.mat')
load('PCProfiles.mat')

%Create Engine Curves
x=[1,.75,.5];
for a=1:24
b=G3508J1200(a,:);
c=polyfit(x,b,2);
G3508J1200curves(a,:)=c;
format short
end
for a=1:29
b=G3304B1800(a,:);
c=G34061800(a,:);
d=polyfit(x,b,2);
e=polyfit(x,c,2);
G3304B1800curves(a,:)=d;
G34061800curves(a,:)=e;
format short
end
for a=1:33
b=G3306B1800(a,:);
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c=G34081800(a,:);
d=G34121800(a,:);
e=polyfit(x,b,2);
f=polyfit(x,c,2);
g=polyfit(x,d,2);
G3306B1800curves(a,:)=e;
G34081800curves(a,:)=f;
G34121800curves(a,:)=g;
format short
end
for a=1:35
b=G3520J1400(a,:);
c=G3516B1400(a,:);
d=G3512B1400(a,:);
e=G3508J1400(a,:);
f=polyfit(x,b,2);
g=polyfit(x,c,2);
h=polyfit(x,d,2);
i=polyfit(x,e,2);
G3520J1400curves(a,:)=f;
G3516B1400curves(a,:)=g;
G3512B1400curves(a,:)=h;
G3508J1400curves(a,:)=i;
format short
end
engine=[5;4;1];
liquid=[40;380;900];
wells=[2;8;15];
pack=[.08;1.46;3];
parameters=cartprod(engine,liquid,wells,pack);
NumSims=81;
for i=1:NumSims
engine=parameters(i,1);
WP=parameters(i,2);
CP=parameters(i,2);
WC=parameters(i,3);
PSW=parameters(i,4);
[SLW{i},SLC{i},WB{i},CB{i},WG{i},CG{i}]= separator(WC,WP,CP,WL,CL);
my_field1=strcat('SLW',num2str(i))
my_field2=strcat('SLC',num2str(i))
s.(my_field1)=SLW{i}
s.(my_field2)=SLC{i}
in(i)=Simulink.SimulationInput('WellsiteModel012322');
%
in(i)=in.setVariable
in(i)=setBlockParameter(in(i),'WellsiteModel012322/Engine/C1','Value',num2str
(parameters(i,1)),'WellsiteModel012322/Pneumatics/Separator/SLC','VariableNam
e',sprintf('s.SLC%d',i),'WellsiteModel012322/Pneumatics/Separator/SLW','Varia
bleName',sprintf('s.SLC%d',i),'WellsiteModel012322/Compressor/C2','Value',num
2str(parameters(i,4)),'WellsiteModel012322/Pneumatics/Separator/WaterBaseEmis
sion','Value','WB{i}','WellsiteModel012322/Pneumatics/Separator/CondensateBas
eEmission','Value','CB{i}','WellsiteModel012322/Pneumatics/Separator/WaterAct
uationLevel','Gain','WG{i}','WellsiteModel012322/Pneumatics/Separator/Condens
ateActuationLevel','Gain','CG{i}')
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end
Simulink.sdi.enablePCTSupport('local');
out=parsim(in,'Showprogress','on','TransferBaseWorkspaceVariables','on','Stop
OnError','on');

legend_lables=cell(1,NumSims);
f1=figure;
for i=1:NumSims
simout=out(i);
ts=simout.logsout.get('Total Flow SCFM').Values;
ts.plot;
legend_labels{i}=[num2str(parameters(i,:))];
hold all
end
title('Total Flow of All Cases');
xlabel('Time(s)');
ylabel('Total Flow SCFM');
legend(legend_labels,'Location','NorthEastOutside');
f2=figure;
for i=1:NumSims
simout=out(i);
ts=simout.logsout.get('Fuel BTU/Min/EngineBTU/Min').Values;
ts.plot;
legend_labels{i}=[num2str(parameters(i,:))];
hold all
end
title('Fuel Offset of All Cases');
xlabel('Time(s)');
ylabel('Fuel Offset');
legend(legend_labels,'Location','NorthEastOutside');
Simulink.sdi.view

function[SLW,SLC,WB,CB,WG,CG]= separator(WC,WP,CP,WL,CL)
wr=rand(1,WC); %water random coefficient generation
wr=wr/sum(wr); %Sum of coeficcients equate to 1
cr=rand(1,WC); %condensate random coefficient generation
cr=cr/sum(cr); %Sum of Coefficients equate to 1
frw=[1,wr*WP*42*(1/7.481)*(1/86400)]; %assign percentages of total flow to
bbl/day...flow rate of water cubic ft/s,
frc=[1,cr*CP*42*(1/7.481)*(1/86400)]; %assign percentages of total flow to
bbl/day...flow rate of condensate cubid ft/s
SLW=zeros(86400,WC+1); %Seprator Level Water zeros matrix
SLC=zeros(86400,WC+1); %Separator Level Condensate zeros matrix
SLW(1,:)=frw;
SLC(1,:)=frc;
d=86400;
for s=2:d;
SLW(s,:)=SLW(s-1,:)+frw; %assigning incriments of ft/s to each second of
the day
SLC(s,:)=SLC(s-1,:)+frc; %assigning incriments of ft/s to each second of
the day
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for x=2:WC+1
if SLW(s,x)>WL %reset separator to 0 if water level hits (separator
dump)
SLW(s,x)=0;
end
if SLC(s,x)>CL; %reset separator to 0 if condensate level hits
(separator dump)
SLC(s,x)=0;
end
end
end
WB=.0028.*rand(1,WC); %Randomized "0" level 0-10 scfh
CB=.0028.*rand(1,WC); %Randomized "0" level 0-10 scfh
WG=.028*rand(1,WC); %Randomized actuation level 0-100 scfh
CG=.028*rand(1,WC); %Randomized actuation level 0-100 scfh

function RHCR = fcn(methane,ethane,propane,butanes,pentanes,hexane)
RHCR=(methane*4+ethane*6+propane*8+butanes*10+pentanes*12+hexane*14)/(methane
+ethane*2+propane*3+butanes*4+pentanes*5+hexane*6)
end
function MN = ASTM(RHCR)
MN=1.445*(-406.14+508.04*RHCR-173.55*RHCR^2+20.17*RHCR^3)-103.42
end
function MN = ASTM(RHCR)
MN=1.624*(-406.14+508.04*RHCR-173.55*RHCR^2+20.17*RHCR^3)-119.1
End
function MN = lincor(methane,ethane,propane,butane,CO2,N2)
MN=1.445*(137.78*methane+29.948*ethane-18.193*propane167.062*butane+181.233*CO2+26.994*N2)-103.42
end
function [LHV,HHV] = fcn(methane,ethane,propane,butanes,pentanes,hexane)
HHV=((methane*891.46+ethane*1562.06+propane*2220.99+butanes*2879.63+pentanes*
3538.45+hexane*4198.06)/((8.3144621*288.55)/101.325))/.0372589
LHV=((methane*891.46+ethane*1562.06+propane*2220.99+butanes*2879.63+pentanes*
3538.45+hexane*4198.06)((methane*2+ethane*3+propane*4+butanes*5+pentanes*6+hexane*7)*44.408))/((8.31
44621*288.55)/101.325)/.0372589
end
%Model Out Data Reduction
engine=[5;4;1];
liquid=[40;380;900];
wells=[2;8;15];
pack=[.08;1.46;3];
parameters=cartprod(engine,liquid,wells,pack);
Sims=81;
for i=1:Sims
avgtotalflowcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{22}.Values);
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avgpneumaticflowcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{26}.Values);
avgtankflowcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{35}.Values);
avgcrankflowcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{10}.Values);
avgcompflowcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{3}.Values);
avgoffsetcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{15}.Values);
avgtotallhvcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{21}.Values);
avgpneumaticlhvcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{30}.Values);
avgtanklhvcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{39}.Values);
avgcranklhvcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{14}.Values);
avgcomplhvcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{7}.Values);
astmmntotalcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{17}.Values);
isohcmntotalcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{19}.Values);
isolinmntotalcell{i}=mean(out(1,i).logsout{20}.Values);
end
avgtotalflowmat=cell2mat(avgtotalflowcell);
totalmean=mean(avgtotalflowmat,'all');
totalstd=std2(avgtotalflowmat);
maxtotalflow=max(avgtotalflowmat);
mintotalflow=min(avgtotalflowmat);
astmmntotalmat=cell2mat(astmmntotalcell);
astmmntotalmean=mean(astmmntotalmat,'all');
astmmntotalstd=std2(astmmntotalmat);
astmmntotalmax=max(astmmntotalmat);
astmmntotalmin=min(astmmntotalmat);
isohcmntotalmat=cell2mat(isohcmntotalcell);
isohcmntotalmean=mean(isohcmntotalmat,'all');
isohcmntotalstd=std2(isohcmntotalmat);
isohcmntotalmax=max(isohcmntotalmat);
isohcmntotalmin=min(isohcmntotalmat);
isolinmntotalmat=cell2mat(isolinmntotalcell);
isolinmntotalmean=mean(isolinmntotalmat,'all');
isolinmntotalstd=std2(isolinmntotalmat);
isolinmntotalmax=max(isolinmntotalmat);
isolinmntotalmin=min(isolinmntotalmat);
mnmat=[astmmntotalmat;isohcmntotalmat;isolinmntotalmat];
avgpneumaticflowmat=cell2mat(avgpneumaticflowcell);
pneumaticmean= mean(avgpneumaticflowmat,'all');
pneumaticstd=std2(avgpneumaticflowmat);
maxpneumaticflow=max(avgpneumaticflowmat);
minpneumaticflow=min(avgpneumaticflowmat);
avgpneumaticflowper=zeros(1,81)
for n=1:81
avgpneumaticflowper(1,n)=avgpneumaticflowmat(1,n)/parameters(n,3);
avgtankflowcell{1,n}=double(avgtankflowcell{1,n});
end
pneumaticmeanper= mean(avgpneumaticflowper,'all');
pneumaticstdper=std2(avgpneumaticflowper);
maxpneumaticflowper=max(avgpneumaticflowper);
minpneumaticflowper=min(avgpneumaticflowper);
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avgtankflowmat=cell2mat(avgtankflowcell);
tankmean=mean(avgtankflowmat,'all');
tankstd=std2(avgtankflowmat);
maxtankflow=max(avgtankflowmat);
mintankflow=min(avgtankflowmat);
avgcrankflowmat=cell2mat(avgcrankflowcell);
crankmean=mean(avgcrankflowmat,'all');
crankstd=std2(avgcrankflowmat);
maxcrankflow=max(avgcrankflowmat);
mincrankflow=min(avgcrankflowmat);
avgcompflowmat=cell2mat(avgcompflowcell);
compmean=mean(avgcompflowmat,'all');
compstd=std2(avgcompflowmat);
maxcompflow=max(avgcompflowmat);
mincompflow=min(avgcompflowmat);
avgoffsetmat=cell2mat(avgoffsetcell);
offsetmean=mean(avgoffsetmat,'all');
offsetstd=std2(avgoffsetmat);
maxoffset=max(avgoffsetmat);
minoffset=min(avgoffsetmat);
avgtotallhvmat=cell2mat(avgtotallhvcell);
totallhvmean=mean(avgtotallhvmat,'all');
totallhvstd=std2(avgtotallhvmat);
totallhvmax=max(avgtotallhvmat);
totallhvmin=min(avgtotallhvmat);
avgpneumaticlhvmat=cell2mat(avgpneumaticlhvcell);
pnuematiclhvmean=mean(avgpneumaticlhvmat,'all');
pneumaticlhvstd=std2(avgpneumaticlhvmat);
pneumaticlhvmax=max(avgpneumaticlhvmat);
pneumaticlhvmin=min(avgpneumaticlhvmat);
avgtanklhvmat=cell2mat(avgtanklhvcell);
tanklhvmean=mean(avgtanklhvmat,'all');
tanklhvstd=std2(avgtanklhvmat);
tanklhvmax=max(avgtanklhvmat);
tanklhvmin=min(avgtanklhvmat);
avgcranklhvmat=cell2mat(avgcranklhvcell);
cranklhvmean=mean(avgcranklhvmat,'all');
cranklhvstd=std2(avgcranklhvmat);
cranklhvmax=max(avgcranklhvmat);
cranklhvmin=min(avgcranklhvmat);
avgcomplhvmat=cell2mat(avgcomplhvcell);
complhvmean=mean(avgcomplhvmat,'all');
complhvstd=std2(avgcomplhvmat);
complhvmax=max(avgcomplhvmat);
complhvmin=min(avgcomplhvmat);
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astmmnsite = mean(out(1,1).logsout{1}.Values);
isohcmnsite=mean(out(1,1).logsout{5}.Values);
isolinmnsite=mean(out(1,1).logsout{6}.Values);
astmmncrank=mean(out(1,1).logsout{8}.Values);
isohcmncrank=mean(out(1,1).logsout{12}.Values);
isolinmncrank=mean(out(1,1).logsout{13}.Values);
astmmntank=mean(out(1,1).logsout{33}.Values);
isohcmntank=mean(out(1,1).logsout{37}.Values);
isolinmntank=mean(out(1,1).logsout{38}.Values);

totalflowfig=figure
bar((avgtotalflowmat))
xlabel('Trial')
ylabel('Flow SCFM')
toatlpneumaticflowfig=figure
bar((avgpneumaticflowmat))
xlabel('Trial')
ylabel('Flow SCFM')
totalcrankflowfig=figure
bar((avgcrankflowmat))
xlabel('Trial')
ylabel('Flow SCFM')
totaltankflowfig=figure
bar((avgtankflowmat))
xlabel('Trial')
ylabel('Flow SCFM')
totalcompflowfig=figure
bar((avgcompflowmat))
xlabel('Trial')
ylabel('Flow SCFM')
totallhvfig=figure
bar((avgtotallhvmat))
xlabel('Trial')
ylabel('LHV BTU/SCF')
totaloffsetfig=figure
bar((avgoffsetmat))
xlabel('Trial')
ylabel('POF')
totalpneumaticper=figure
bar((avgpneumaticflowper))
xlabel('Trial')
ylabel('SCFM')
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outmat={0 'Pneumatic Flow Total' 'Pneumatic Flow Per' 'Tank Flow' 'Crank
Flow' 'Comp Flow' 'Total Flow' 'Pneumatic LHV' 'Tank LHV' 'Crank LHV' 'Comp
LHV' 'Total LHV' 0 'Site MN' 'Tank MN' 'Crank MN' 'Total MN mean' 'Total MN
STD' 'Total MN Max' 'Total MN Min';
'High' maxpneumaticflow maxpneumaticflowper maxtankflow maxcrankflow
maxcompflow maxtotalflow pneumaticlhvmax tanklhvmax cranklhvmax complhvmax
totallhvmax 'ISO HC MN' isohcmnsite isohcmntank isohcmncrank isohcmntotalmean
isohcmntotalstd isohcmntotalmax isohcmntotalmin ;
'Low' minpneumaticflow minpneumaticflowper mintankflow mincrankflow
mincompflow mintotalflow pneumaticlhvmin tanklhvmin cranklhvmin complhvmin
totallhvmin 'ISO LIN MN' isolinmnsite isolinmntank isolinmncrank
isolinmntotalmean isolinmntotalstd isolinmntotalmax isolinmntotalmin ;
'Avg' pneumaticmean pneumaticmeanper tankmean crankmean compmean
totalmean pnuematiclhvmean tanklhvmean cranklhvmean complhvmean totallhvmean
'ASTM MN' astmmnsite astmmntank astmmncrank astmmntotalmean astmmntotalstd
astmmntotalmax astmmntotalmin ;
'STDEV' pneumaticstd pneumaticstdper tankstd crankstd compstd totalstd
pneumaticlhvstd tanklhvstd cranklhvstd complhvstd totallhvstd 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0};
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